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1.0

Introduction and Context

1.1.

Introduction

Utilizing funding from the Province’s Audit and Accountability Fund, Perry Group was hired by the City of Cambridge (the “City”)
to conduct a Business Process Optimization (BPO) review on a selection of City business processes, and a line-by-line
financial review of Technology Services’ budget. The project began in October 2021.
The BPO review saw a consulting team from Perry Group working with City staff to select and review 5 customer-facing
business processes, including parking enforcement, parking permits, newcomer welcome service, special event requests and
fire permissions (burn permits and fire inspections).
A separate review team worked with Finance and Technology Services staff to conduct a line-by-line financial review of
Technology Services’ budget. The financial review had 5 areas of focus including overall IT finance, funding, budget
management, cost management, and benefits management.
This report provides a high-level synopsis of the work undertaken as part of this project and the recommendations of the
consulting team. A more comprehensive report has been prepared by the consultants.

1.2.

Project Goals and Outcome

With Provincial funding support, the City wanted to take a close look at a number of service delivery areas (processes and
services) to see where it can optimize, find efficiencies, streamline and improve customer experiences through digitization and
automation. It also sought to conduct a detailed review of its IT investments and spending to assess its current IT finance
management situation, to find opportunities for cost savings, to reduce redundancy and overlap where possible, and to provide
recommendations that will increase cost effectiveness and enhance Return on Investment (ROI).
Thus, the goal of this project was to develop a report that will allow the City to:
•

Identify a small number of services that are prime candidates to digitize with the goal of identifying digital service
candidates.

•

Identify what process and people changes are required to digitize the service.

•

Identify what technologies and technology changes are required to digitize the service (e.g., payments, signatures,
forms, login, bookings, etc.).

•

Identify what benefits, value and ROI would be achieved through process improvements.
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•

1.3.

Review IT budgets and find methods that will ensure long-term cost sustainability for funding technology and digital
service enhancements.

Acknowledgements

Perry Group would like to acknowledge the active involvement, cooperation and support of City staff and stakeholders
throughout this project.

1.4.

Project Approach

The following diagram shows our multi-workstream project approach, with the Service Delivery Review and Budget Review
work running in parallel:

Kick-off
After the initial pre-meet with the project lead, we kicked-off the project with an initial remote meeting with the CIO and
discussed the current situation, drivers for the project and goals and objectives. We identified key stakeholders, confirmed the
scope of the project and reviewed the Work Plan and key milestones, then we discussed schedules and planning of interviews
and meetings.
The two parallel workstreams of the project then began.
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Service Delivery Review
During the Service Delivery Review and Optimization part of the project, we followed the agreed methodology for selection of
identified processes that became the focus of the business process optimization efforts.
Details on the approach are in the Service Review Approach section.

Budget Review
The Budget Review phase focuses on understanding and reviewing the current IT Financial Management approach.
Details on the approach are in the Budget Review Approach section.

Synopsis Report
This report has been developed to meet the objectives of the Audit and Accountability grant submission. The report will be
posted on Cambridge.ca as a publicly available document.

Final Report
A Final Report has also been developed containing detailed background information and findings. This report will be made
available to staff.

Lessons Learned
At the conclusion of the project, we will conduct a project retrospective with key players on the project, from both the City and
Perry Group teams, to review what worked well and what didn’t, and to identify what ideas there are for the future – perhaps
additional research and investigation around specific topics.
The following sections present, first, the results of the Service Delivery Review work, and second, the results of the IT Budget
Review.
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2.0

Service Delivery Review and Optimization

2.1.

Service Review Approach

Perry Group uses a simplified BPO methodology informed by Lean Six Sigma and Business Process Re-Engineering (BPR)
best practices, as illustrated in the diagram below.

Figure 1: BPO Methodology
The team of consultants and more than 25 Cambridge staff were engaged over two (2) months in the execution of the BPO
work.
As part of the As-Is Process work, the consultants also used the Good Service Assessment Scorecard to ascertain the quality
of each service and the opportunities for improvement. Outcomes of the Service Delivery Review include:
•

As-Is and To-Be Process Maps and Good Service Assessment Scorecards.

•

As-Is Process Maps with identified tasks for elimination and/or improvement.

•

To-Be Service Recommendations Reports.

•

Calculation of estimated cost avoidance that could be achieved through implementation of the to-be process.

Note the process reviews have been presented as service modernization designs to help drive decisions and illustrate potential
in process improvement and digital transformation. Further detailed service design should be undertaken as part of future
implementation initiatives.
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A sample as-is process map with savings (flagged in red dashed outline) is provided below:
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2.2.

Service Selection

Working with the City’s Service Profile Framework and Perry Group’s list of over 120 common municipal services and
processes, City staff and the consulting team identified 20 potential services for review.
Cambridge’s project team then narrowed down the list with assistance from senior management to arrive at 5 services for
process review through this part of the engagement.
The selected services were:

5 Services for Process Review
01-Parking enforcement
02-Parking permits
03-Newcomer welcome service
04-Special event request management
05-Fire Permissions (Burn Permits and Fire Inspections)
Table 1: Five Selected Services for BPO
The services chosen were intended to address current pain points and opportunities the City was already considering and to be
representative of the types of services, and service patterns, that are in operation across the City for potential reuse and
templating.

2.3.

Good Service Assessment

A “good service” is a service that a customer can find, understand, and use without having to ask for help.
Perry Group uses the Good Service Assessment, which consists of the fifteen universal attributes of a good service identified
by Lou Downe’s Good Service Assessment Methodology 1.

1

Learn more about the methodology at http://good.services
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Each attribute is rated against the following rating index:

0
It is not possible for
users to do this

1

2

A small minority of
users can do this with
extreme difficulty or
effort

Some users can do
this, but it still requires
difficulty or effort for
most

3
Most users can do
this, but it requires
difficulty or effort for
some

4
All users can do this
easily and
consistently

Table 2: Good Service Rating Index
For each of the services selected for BPO, a Good Service Assessment was performed with the service owner and staff that
operate the service. Below is the Good Service Score Card for the Parking Enforcement service as a sample.
Similar score cards were completed for each of the 5 services. The ratings were assigned based on the current online service
capabilities.

A Good
Service…

1. Is easy to
find

2. Clearly
explains its
purpose

Rating

What is your
service failing to
do for users?

4

Parking tickets page
appears directly
through a Google
search or on the
Cambridge website.
Pay, Trial and First
Attendance options
available on main
page.

4

All required
information provided
and explained in
simple language.

What does good
look like for your
service?

What's stopping
your service from
doing this now?

What could you
do to change it?
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A Good
Service…

3. Sets the
expectations
a user has of
it

Rating

What is your
service failing to
do for users?

2

Average timelines or
the next steps are
not identified on the
website.

4

Customers can pay
or request a first
attendance review
online. Provincial
Offences (POA)
does not allow
online trial bookings.

5. Works in a
way that is
familiar

4

All options are
available online in a
familiar way.

6. Requires no
prior
knowledge to
use

4

Does not require
prior knowledge to
use.

7. Is agnostic of
organization
al structures

4

Agnostic of the org
structure.

4. Enables
each user to
complete the
outcome
they set out
to do

What does good
look like for your
service?
Customer is
provided with
timelines and next
steps for each
option on the
website.

What's stopping
your service from
doing this now?

What could you
do to change it?

Time and resources.

Update the website
with additional
information
regarding what the
customers can
expect under each
option.
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A Good
Service…
8. Requires the
minimum
possible
steps to
complete

Rating

What is your
service failing to
do for users?

4

Requires the
minimum steps to
pay and book a
review session.

9. Is consistent
throughout

4

All channels provide
a consistent service.
All data stored in the
same system.

10. Has no dead
ends

4

No dead ends.

4

The service can be
used via multiple
channels by all
users equally.

2

There should be
more information
and proof of the
parking infraction
online to convince
the user to pay
instead of challenge
the ticket.

11. Is usable by
everyone,
equally

12. Encourages
the right
behaviours
from users
and service
providers

What does good
look like for your
service?

The website
provides all
necessary
information for the
customer to be
convinced that the
best method is to
pay within the first
15 days.

What's stopping
your service from
doing this now?

What could you
do to change it?

Time and resources.

Provide pictures,
and other
information related
to the ticket online.
Provide information
regarding late fees
and additional
charges up to plate
denial, if delayed.
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A Good
Service…

Rating

What is your
service failing to
do for users?

13. Responds to
change
quickly

4

All changes to the
ticket ageing are
reflected online.

14. Clearly
explains why
a decision
has been
made

4

All decisions are
explained.

15. Makes it
easy to get
human
assistance

4

Contact information
available online to
call the City.

Total Score

56

What does good
look like for your
service?

What's stopping
your service from
doing this now?

What could you
do to change it?

Level 5

Table 3: Sample Good Service Score Card (for the Parking Enforcement Service)

Scoring Levels Explained

0-20 – Level 1
It is not possible for all but the most expert and determined users to find and use this service.
It may pose significant risks to those users who are able to use it by encouraging unsafe behaviours and may make it
extremely difficult for users to understand and resolve issues when they arise.
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21-30 – Level 2
Though a minority of users might be able to complete your service, it is unlikely to get them to the goal they need to
achieve.
The majority of your users are likely to struggle to find or use your service, either because it is not inclusive, or it is
designed for expert use.

31-40 – Level 3
Though some users will be able to use your service to reach their desired goal, the service is still difficult to use for the
majority of users and is likely to favour those with time and previous experience.
Your users may face delays in the use of your service due to organizational silos or unnecessary bureaucracy and may
still become confused by inconsistencies in the service or ways of working that are unfamiliar.

41-50 – Level 4
Most users are able to find and use your service successfully, although some users may still be excluded.
A user’s ability to achieve the goal they set out to achieve – in one seamless service – is still likely to be made more
difficult by organizational silos or more inconsistencies in your service.

51-60 – Level 5
Your service is easily findable and usable by anyone who needs to use it, enabling all users to consistently achieve the
goal they set out to achieve.
Your service is likely to encourage behaviours that benefit not just your user and staff, but society and the planet as a
whole.
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2.4.

Good Service Assessment Summary (Ranked by Score)
Service Name

03 Newcomer Welcome Service

05 Fire Permissions (Burn Permits and
Inspections)

04 Special Event Request Management

02 Parking Permits

01 Parking Enforcement

Good
Service
Score ⬇
24

29

39

39

56

Service
Level

Rating Meaning

Level 2

Most users of this service are likely to
struggle to find or use the service, either
because it is not inclusive, or it is
designed for expert use.

Level 2

Most users of this service are likely to
struggle to find or use the service, either
because it is not inclusive, or it is
designed for expert use.

Level 3

Some users will be able to use this
service to reach their desired goal, but
the service is still difficult to use for most
users and is likely to favour those with
time and previous experience.

Level 3

Some users will be able to use this
service to reach their desired goal, but
the service is still difficult to use for most
users and is likely to favour those with
time and previous experience.

Level 5

This service is easily findable and usable
by anyone who needs to use it, enabling
all users to consistently achieve the goal
they set out to achieve.

Table 4: Good Service Assessment Summary
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2.5.

Learnings and Observations

The BPO review identified opportunities to modernize and streamline existing business processes.
The following is a summary of the observations drawn from the Service Delivery Review and design work:
•

Automation of Manual Processes – In some instances, the service delivery is manual and over-the-counter,
e.g., parking permits. Simply digitizing such processes could improve the customer experience and create staff capacity.

•

Digital Collaboration Opportunities – There are numerous service examples where multiple parties are involved in
delivering a service. In such instances, there is an opportunity to build digital collaboration platforms where all parties are
fed from the same set of data.

•

Delivering Online is Central to Service Improvement – For every service, providing self-service functionality online is
a central part of simplifying the process, reducing workloads, eliminating process steps and increasing customer
satisfaction.

•

Duplication and Unnecessary Steps – In every case, for the services we reviewed, processes feature unnecessary
steps, duplication of data into various systems and complexity that could be reduced.

•

Over-reliance on Email, Spreadsheets and File Shares – Many processes rely on email and spreadsheet which
cannot be delivered digitally without moving the processes into a core system.

•

Digital Signatures vs. Digital Approvals – During COVID, the requirement for physical signatures has been
significantly relaxed – we need a broad-brush policy to set out advice to service owners.

2.6.

Key Opportunities

The improvements identified by the process optimization work could have a direct positive impact on customer experiences,
shorten elapsed times to process requests and applications, reduce errors and save significant staff time through the
elimination or reduction of activities.
Of the 5 processes reviewed, some stood out as high potential opportunities. Ranking the results based on the potential future
time savings that could be achieved, the review recommends that the City focus on the high-volume transactions that will
deliver high value in return.
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The benefits were quantified based on the time saved per process. An hourly rate of $50 was applied to calculate the cost
avoidance. The potential benefit calculations of the 5 services are provided below:
Service Name

Annual Transactions

Potential Process Steps
Eliminated / Reduced /
Automated

Potential
Annual Cost
Avoidance

25 of 52 steps

$86,333

25 of 33 steps

$20,133

94 of 165 steps

$50,845

22 of 32 steps

$28,650

8 of 16 steps

$23,800

25,000 tickets issued
01 Parking Enforcement

1,200 manual tickets
2,000 exemptions
500 trials

02 Parking Permits

05 Fire Permissions (Burn Permits
and Inspections)

03 Newcomer Welcome Service
04 Special Event Request
Management

200 permits issued
100 monthly invoices
300 file searches
300 burn permits
250 other tasks
2,800 new home-owners
850 inquiries
150 special event applications

Total Annual Cost Avoidance for
the 5 services

$209,761

Table 5: Summary Potential Cost Avoidance
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Parking Enforcement Service
The current business process has many positive features including electronic ticket issuance to online payments and a digitized
back-office process. Further improvements and savings could be found in the following areas:
•

Parking tickets should be available for the customers to access and pay online immediately.

•

Private property tickets are generated using manual ticket books. These should also be electronic using the same
system.

•

Parking exemptions are currently managed manually. This process should be available online and integrated with the
back-office system.

•

Customers should be able to request trials through an online self-service channel.

The above improvements could be facilitated by enhancing the use of the current Parking Enforcement system and the web
portal.

Fire Permissions (Burn Permits and Inspections)
The current Burn Permits and Inspection processes are mostly tracked manually using paper files, Excel sheets and the
Amanda system. Savings have been identified by moving these manual tracking methods into an integrated online service.
High-level recommendations are below:
•

Implement a simple and intuitive online request process for citizens, businesses and their representatives.

•

Enable inspectors to complete the entire inspection in the field and avoid duplication of data entry and effort.

•

Move all fire prevention processes into a core system using system integrations or consolidation of multiple data
sources.

The above improvements could be realized by expanding the use of the Amanda system and the online portal capabilities.

Newcomer Welcome Service
The City does not have a cohesive welcome service for newcomers.
New residents have multiple needs prior to moving to the City as well as within the first few months of becoming a new resident
of Cambridge. The current situation requires the resident to contact multiple agencies and internal departments to the
necessary services.
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The following high-level improvements have been identified:
•

Build a “Newcomers Portal” with up-to-date content on City and other government services/resources available to
newcomers in a concise and easy-to-understand format.

•

Based on the customer’s situation, the system automatically connects the customer with the relevant service areas. The
customer is able to continue to work with the service areas and check the status on the services online.

•

Build a platform for online discussion and feedback within the portal to allow uses to share, learn and help the City find
gaps and potential opportunities to improve the areas of information and integration.

•

Use a single customer authentication and identification to access (register, request, pay) for all City services.

•

Integrate the “Newcomers Portal” with virtual assistants such as AlexaTM and Google HomeTM.

Most of the recommended improvements require improvements to the website. The online “Newcomers Portal” should be used
as a way to connect new residents for future online services as well.

Special Event Request Management
The City receives requests from residents as well as organizations to hold special events that the City is facilitating to
encourage community engagement and economic development of the City.
The current process requires customers to deal with each supporting City service individually. The recommended improvements
below not only reduce the duplication of effort within the City, but also improve internal collaboration and the customer
experience.
The following are the high-level recommendations:
•

Implement an online wizard/guide (web forms) for the customer to easily select the requirements of the event. A wizard
is a step-by-step guide that allows users to input information in a prescribed order. Subsequent steps may depend on
information entered in previous ones. A wizard is useful when the customer requirements are not clear or are complex.
Automatic selection of City services, applications, permits, permissions, etc. is based on the identified customer need.

•

The online wizard (forms) should collect information and distribute to internal and external agencies and integrate with
other internal back-office systems.

•

The customer should be able to track the progress of the request through the online portal.

These recommendations require enhancements to the current website and a tracking system for the back-office transaction
tracking purposes. Integration tools are needed to seamlessly transfer the data collected by the online wizard to the back-office
systems used in the service departments.
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Parking Permits
The current parking permits process requires customers to be present at a City office to get a permit. The requests are tracked
manually and the payments are received over-the-counter.
The current process is inconvenient to the customer and has multiple manual activities for internal staff. The savings calculated
in this process improvement are mainly for City staff and there is a significant customer experience improvement as well.
The high-level recommendations are provided below:
•

Implement an online self-service portal for customers to request and receive parking permits.

•

Provide the ability to make changes, renew and pay online as part of the online service.

•

Integrate the permits with the Parking Enforcement system. When an officer is in a parking lot, the license plate should
be able to identify that a valid permit is issued for the vehicle.

•

Discourage monthly invoicing and encourage annual one-time payments to reduce the administrative burden of issuing
monthly invoices.

•

Implement an automatic renewal process where the permit is automatically renewed and charged unless the customer
informs not to renew. This could apply to monthly as well as annual permits.

The above recommendations could be implemented by using additional modules of the current Parking Enforcement system
and through improvements to the current website.
The high-level review of each of these services identifies between $20,000 – $80,000 potential annual savings through
digitization and moving services online. These 5 services are illustrative of the potential of moving services online and the ideas
introduced here could be applied to many other services throughout the City.
Nonetheless, moving forward with work on these projects will deliver anticipated business process improvements and value
that has been identified through the BPO work.
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3.0

Budget Review

Running concurrently with the Service Delivery Review and Optimization workstream, the Budget Review workstream focused
on understanding and reviewing the current IT Financial Management approach, identifying opportunities for efficiencies, errors
and overpayments, potential savings, and redundant payments.
The following deliverables were identified for the Budget Review:
•

List of potential efficiencies, overpayments, and opportunities for cost savings.

•

Documentation of any inconsistencies that need to be resolved.

•

Proposed changes that could bring further savings along with any costs required (for example: costs for contracts being
broken early, etc.); and

•

Proposed plan to implement changes prioritized by effort and return.

3.1.

Budget Review Approach

The Budget Review focused on 5 areas:
1. IT Finance Overview – reviewed the IT spend (operating and capital) relative to the organization, staffing levels,
municipal and industry comparators. Additionally, reviewed the role assignment related to financial management within
Technology Services.
2. Funding – reviewed Technology Services funding approach, current sources of funding, and municipal funding source
trends.
3. Budget Management – reviewed the processes surrounding budget management including budget creation, project
intake, control and monitoring, contingency, and distribution.
4. Cost Management – reviewed cost management within Technology Services including spend review, cost control,
reporting, cost allocation and distribution models, licensing, contract and vendor management, and IT asset
management.
5. Benefits Management – reviewed the current benefit management and realization programs in place and identified how
benefits are harvested.
For each of the 5 areas, observations and opportunities were identified and documented as a basis for the development of
recommendations and an action plan.
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Following the 5 areas of focus, the review consisted primarily of iterative data analysis and document review, meetings with the
CIO, CFO, the Budget Analyst assigned to TS, and the TS management team.
The documentation and data reviewed included:
•

Budget books and documentation capital and operating – both historical (2017-2021) and forecast (2022-2031).

•

Capital and operating transaction details – 2017 to 2021.

•

Capital project detail sheets.

•

Procedural documents – Budget Control By-law, financial policies, Procurement By-law, Financial Plan Review, 2022
Operating Instructions, and 2022 Capital Instructions.

•

Application and license listing.

•

Sample templates – Project Request, Growth Staffing Request, Business Case, Project Charters.

•

Presentations and reports – budget reports, disposition of hardware, municipal fee charges, Telecom Value Report,
Project Status Report, Budget Considerations.

•

TS organization chart.

The approach followed the stages identified below.
Discovery
• Data and document
review – policies and
procedures, budget,
past financial
performance, forecasts
• Stakeholder
assessments- CIO,
CFO, TS Mgmt,
Financial Analyst

Comparative Assessment
• Market comparison –
Ontario municipalities
>100k
• COBIT APO06 Budget
and Cost
Audit/Assurance
• IT industry practice and
standards

Observational Analysis
• Initial report
development, data
assimilation and
validation
• Compile to templates,
chart/graph
• Observations by focus
areas

Identify Key
Recommendations
• Deeper dive – key areas
• Develop opportunities
• Workplan and enabling
actions
• Stakeholder review
• Finalize report

Figure 2: Budget Review Approach
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Discovery
•

Data and document review – policies and procedures, budget, past financial performance, forecasts.

•

Stakeholder assessments – CIO, CFO, TS Mgmt, Financial Analyst.

Comparative Assessment
•

Market comparison – Ontario municipalities >100k.

•

COBIT (Control Objectives for Information Technologies) APO06 Budget and Cost Audit/Assurance.

•

IT industry practice and standards.

Observational Analysis
•

Initial report development, data assimilation and validation.

•

Compile to templates, chart/graph.

•

Observations by focus areas.

Identify Key Recommendations
•

Deeper dive – key areas.

•

Develop opportunities.

•

Workplan and enabling actions.

•

Stakeholder review.

•

Finalize report.

3.2.

Areas of Focus – Observations and Opportunities
Assumptions

The consulting team made the following assumptions:
•

The data provided by the City is a full and complete representation of the current situation. Analysis is conducted based
on the information provided by the City.
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•

The information for 2021 is partial – the data reviewed by the consulting team was based on timing of information
received (for instance operating data for TS is up to October 20, 2021). While we have projected expenses based on
previous years this cannot be considered a full and complete comparison.

•

The budget process for 2022 is currently underway. Information in this report was completed prior to approval of 2022
budget, as a result 2022 data has not been considered as part of this review.

•

The review focused on Technology Services business unit expenditures, technology expenditures outside of TS have
not been reviewed. In discussion with TS management, we understand that most technology costs have been
centralized and thus are reflected in the TS budgets (cell phone costs in Fire are one recognized exception).

General Observations from the Review
•

Operating Budget – The TS operating budget for 2021 is $6,702,000 representing a 2.9% increase from 2020. The
operating budget is in alignment with municipal comparators. Revenues are not a significant source of funding (98%
supported by tax levy), although opportunities exist for additional internal cost recoveries. Cloud services and security
are identified as areas of future cost growth.

•

Capital Budget – Fewer capital projects were requested in 2021 to deal with project backlog (six projects at a cost of
$1,284,000) however, future capital requests are anticipated (by CIO in recent presentations to IT Steering Committee)
to increase to approximately $2 million annually based on demand for Technology Services.

•

Operating and Capital Variance – Both operating and capital variances for budget to actual have been favourable over
the past 5 years, at -1% (under budget) for operating and -2.29% (under budget) for capital.

•

Full-Time Equivalents (FTEs) – Resources are the most significant component of the TS expenditures, comprising of
50% of the overall operating budget. At 32 FTEs, this is in alignment with municipal comparators. TS does not utilize
contract resources.

•

Financial Categories and Detail – Currently, limited additional financial categorization is provided to either group up
expenses (such as overall personnel, external services, security, etc.) or drill down in expenses such as by vendor or
product.

•

Roles and Responsibilities – TS management has limited defined roles and responsibilities related to financial
management, defaulting to the CIO on many tasks. TS management has limited engagement in financial processes
beyond essential responsibilities as a result of competing time demands.

•

Budget Management – TS follow well-documented corporate policies for budget management and financial controls.
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•

Project Intake and Review – Corporate Project Management Office (PMO) manages project intake, prioritization, and
project reporting processes. A recent change to the intake process will ensure that TS is a required consultee on all
projects involving technology.

•

Benefits Management – While project details are captured and projects are evaluated on strategic importance and
other criteria, no benefit realization program is in place to consistently identify, track or harvest tangible benefits from
technology investments.

•

Project Backlog – There is a significant project backlog within Technology Services. This has been caused by a variety
of factors including resource capacity challenges and COVID. Mitigation efforts are in place as demand increases for
technology initiatives.

•

Data Visualization – An OpenIT Dashboard has been created by the CIO which would provide a high-level of financial
management and control for TS Management and the organization, however, the dashboard has not been
operationalized and does not integrate with core financial and business data.

•

License, Contract and Vendor Management – License and contract information is captured in the OpenIT Dashboard,
however, there is no integration to SAP. Contract review requires attention.

•

IT Asset Management – All primary end-user devices are captured in an asset registry. Lifecycle is monitored. Work is
ongoing to actively maintain the registry. Capturing device costs is being refined as new items are entered.

IT Finance Overview
Observations

•

Operating Budget for 2021 – As indicated above, the operating budget is $6,702,000, a 2.9% increase from 2020.
Revenues are not a significant source of funding for TS, with 98% of operational dollars coming from the tax levy. This is
common among many municipal IT departments, however, some alternative revenue sources are discussed in the
Funding section below.
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Technology Services Operating Budgets 2017-2023
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Figure 3: Technology Services’ Operating Budgets 2017-2021
•

Capital Budget – For 2021, four new capital projects were requested for a budget commitment of $930,000. Over the
past 5 years, TS has typically identified between 8 and 11 projects and an average capital budget commitment of $1.5
million. However, with unspent growing capital commitment, fewer projects were requested in 2021 to work on resolving
the project backlog. After budget approval, two additional projects were added for 2021 increasing the count to six– the
Council Chamber Audio and Video Upgrade (approved as an off-cycle project), and this project, the Technology
Services Budget and Process Review (funded through Provincial grants) bringing the total capital budget for 2021 to
$1,284,000. Additional details of the capital budget are identified in the Budget Management section. Cambridge has a
centralized capital program for technology initiatives.

•

FTE (Full-Time Equivalency) – For 2021, the FTE count is 32 (up 2 positions from 2020) with approval for a new
Business System Analyst and Service Desk Analyst. One existing FTE role was also changed in 2021, repurposing a
Web Developer position as the Manager of Design, Delivery, and Digital. This FTE change was funded using the TS
personnel budget and supplemented with realized project efficiency savings. Cambridge has a centralized IT function
and does not use capital funded contract resources.

•

Changes to Core Financial System – Significant changes have occurred over that past 5 years for financial
management at the City including the transition from CMiC to SAP for core financials. Account structure has changed,
providing a more homogeneous account ledger structure (called cost elements in SAP) across the organization which
provided the opportunity to reclassify expenditures. Within the IT field, the need to report on financial information is
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increasing with higher demand for service and virtual capability, introduction of newer operational models (such as Cloud
services), and increased requirements for enhanced security.
•

Municipal Budget Comparison – A market comparison of 27 Ontario municipalities with populations >100,000 was
undertaken. It looked at published data for both corporate and IT operating and capital budgets for 2021. A summary of
the comparison appears in the table below. Overall, Cambridge’s Technology Services funding and FTE resources are in
line with municipal comparators. What should be considered in municipal comparisons are the variations in reporting and
organizational models, in particular for FTEs (centralized vs. decentralized service, use of contract resources, capital vs.
operational, etc.) and for capital projects (distributed to business or centralized to IT).

2021 Budget Information

Cambridge

Total IT $ Spend per Capita (2016)

$61.47

IT FTE % Overall FTE

4.41%

IT Op $ Spend per FTE

$9,242.74

Median
$
$

Range
67.61

$9.37-$363.93

3.22%

1.59%- 5.79%

7,354.39

$1807-$33245

% IT/Corp Spend Total (Op+Cap)

4.29%

3.26%

0.92%-13.21%

% IT/Corp Spend Ops

5.37%

3.60%

0.48%-17.14%

% IT/Corp Spend Cap

2.09%

2.46%

0.63%-12.57%

Table 6: Municipal Budget Comparison
•

Roles and Responsibilities – Technology Services adheres to the corporate by-laws, policies, and procedures for
budget and financial authority. TS has an informal structure of roles and responsibilities for financial tasks, primarily
aligned with business sections – Technology Systems and Support Services having a stronger focus on operating, and
Business Systems, GIS and Development focus on capital projects. Financial management and processes are
conducted in a limited capacity on an as needed basis. Much of capital and operational responsibility resides with the
CIO. There appears to be some opportunity to better distribute work based on capacity, not only of the CIO but also
managers. Currently, recruitment is underway for a Manager of Design, Delivery and Digital, which will assist in the
present workload and provide an opportunity to redistribute financial responsibilities.
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Opportunities

•

Formalize Financial Responsibilities within Technology Services – While the TS management team contributes to
the financial processes, much of the responsibility currently falls to the CIO. With the introduction of the Manager of
Design, Delivery and Digital, there is a good opportunity to review the responsibilities and assign ownership for financial
components to the different managers as well as developing internal leads for contract management, capital, benefit
management, etc.

Funding
Observations

•

The primary source of funding for TS operations is the tax levy representing 98% of funding. Utilizing internal reserves is
the secondary source of funding for TS.

•

In 2020, recovery from the building permit process provided $116,000 in revenue to TS. Water recovery transfer and
new mobile device activations account for the other internal recoveries.

•

In 2019, recoveries for building permit process were received for capital projects.

•

Utilizing the building permit recovery was budgeted for 2020 but funds have yet to be transferred into the department’s
account for 2021.

•

The budget reflects internal recoveries for 2021 and future years.

•

Technology Services currently does not have any routine identified external revenue sources for operating budget but
also has limited opportunity to develop any that increase revenues significantly.

•

Capital Reserves are the primary funding source for capital projects; additionally, the City has used Provincial grants and
gas tax funding for 3 projects in the past 5 years.
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Opportunities

The City could (and arguably should) explore various ways and sources to increase and diversify its sources of funding for
technology, especially if there is interest in increasing project throughput to address digital transformation. Options for
consideration could include:

2

•

Building Services Reserve and Recovery – As mentioned, the City has started to utilize building permit recoveries.
Under the Provincial Building Code Act 2, fees charged by municipalities for building permit applications and related
activity are intended to be self-supporting. It is worth determining if a greater allocation of costs can be associated with
the building permit process and utilize the reserve as a funding source. Based on proper justification, these funds can be
applied to both operating and capital costs, including resourcing.

•

User Fee Recovery – Similar in concept to the Building Services Recovery, Cambridge is undertaking a User Fees
Review to identify potential cost recovery opportunities in other service areas. In both instances, TS will need to better
understand costs of technology service delivery in order to take advantage of these funding opportunities.

•

Development Charges – Supporting technology investments related to growth, e.g., Fire mobile technology, traffic light
pre-emption, public Wi-Fi provision. Note, the City of Vaughan has made changes in its Official Plan to address the need
for and enable public Wi-Fi in City facilities.

•

Gas Tax – Used to fund technology projects related to Asset Management, e.g., Cambridge has utilized gas tax funding
for Disaster Recovery Site enhancement and the Mobile Technology Expansion projects.

•

Departmentally Funded Technology and Resources – For example, in Burlington, additional corporate IT staff have
been paid for from the Fire budget, providing additional resources to support Fire but the resources are centrally
managed and coordinated from IT.

•

Grants and Challenges – Increased pursuit of grant funding opportunities, e.g., Smart City Challenge, FCM Asset
Management, Community Improvement.

•

Growing Revenues to Offset Technology Costs – Exploring opportunities where additional revenues could be
generated, e.g., advertising linked to digital services.

•

Services Surcharges (specifically on B2B services) – To fund implementation of digital services, e.g., building permit or
planning application “surcharge” diverted to a fund to support the implementation of digital services that reduces costs
for those using the service (e.g., through reduced plan printing and visits to City Hall).

The Ontario municipal Councilor’s guide: 11. Building regulation | Ontario.ca
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•

Technology Levy – Some municipalities have introduced a levy to fund investment in community technology, e.g., the
Town of Caledon has introduced a “broadband levy” to address improved internet services in their community 3.
o Other municipalities have also looked to reinvest funds saved through efficiencies into further digitization efforts.
Thus, the City may wish to consider establishing a similar process.

Budget Management
Observations

•

Process for Creating and Maintaining Budgets
o Cambridge has well-documented corporate policies and procedures in place for budget and financial management.
Detailed instructions and schedule are provided for both Operating and Capital budgets on an annual basis.
o TS follows the corporate financial standards for creating and maintaining budgets.

o Corporate budget variance reporting and review is done quarterly within TS by the CIO. More frequent review of
budgets are not scheduled within the department, unless specific attention is required (such as active capital project,
or procurement).
o Operational budget is routinely based on past years’ budget and based on changes captured throughout the year
within the OpenIT Dashboard (such as changes to licensing).
o Contingencies are based on established financial policy.

o TS works as a team to develop capital budgets and identify changes to operating budgets.

•

Operating Budgets

o The TS operating budget for 2021 is $6,702,000 representing a 2.9% increase from 2020. TS has also experienced
certain years of significant growth. For example, in 2018, the operating budget increased by over 17% from 2017,
primarily associated with the introduction of SAP and required support resources.
o Variance in budgets to actuals have averaged -1% (underbudget) from 2017 to 2020. 2021 actuals have not been
included in this calculation as the current actuals (even using projections), do not accurately reflect full year costing
for 2021. Operating data for TS is up to October 20, 2021, within this report.

3

https://www.caledon.ca/en/business/Internet.asp#broadband
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o TS has identified Cloud services and security as significant areas of cost increase in the coming years. Currently, TS
is finalizing a Cloud strategy that will assist in cost identification and cost control associated with Cloud services.
o The following tables illustrate Technology Services’ annual budgets and variances.

Technology Services Operating Budget 2017 to 2023
Expenses
Revenue
Total Technology Services
Increase

2017

$ 5,109 k
-$ 32 k
$ 5,078 k

2018

$ 6,001 k
-$ 29 k
$ 5,972 k
17.6%

2019

$ 6,157 k
-$ 21 k
$ 6,136 k
2.7%

2020

$ 6,652 k
-$ 137 k
$ 6,516 k
6.2%

2021

$ 6,841 k
-$ 139 k
$ 6,702 k
2.9%

2022

$ 7,037 k
-$ 140 k
$ 6,897 k
2.9%

2023

$ 7,212 k
-$ 142 k
$ 7,070 k
2.5%

Table 7: TS Operating Budgets for 2017 to 2023
Operating Budget to Actuals 2017 to 2021

Budget
Actuals
$ Variance
% Variance

2017

2018

2019

2020

2021

$ 5,078 k
$ 5,324 k
$ 246 k
5%

$ 5,972 k
$ 5,547 k
-$ 425 k
-7%

$ 6,136 k
$ 6,150 k
$ 14 k
0%

$ 6,516 k
$ 6,334 k
-$ 181 k
-3%

$ 6,702 k
$ 5,722 k
-$ 980 k
-15%

Average
(exclude
2021)

$ 5,925 k
$ 5,839 k
-$ 86 k
-1%

Average
$ 6,081 k
$ 5,816 k
-$ 265 k
-4%

Table 8: TS Budget to Actuals for 2017 to 2021
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Operating Budget to Actuals 2017-2021
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Figure 4: TS Operating Budget to Actuals Chart
•

Capital Projects and Budget
o Intake and Review Process – The Corporate PMO manages project intake and prioritization processes for all City
capital projects (including IT projects) and provides the instructions and schedule for project submission on an
annual basis.
•

Departments create the capital budget requests and complete evaluation criteria which provides a score used in
the prioritization.

•

Project requests are reviewed by the PMO for consistency.

•

Starting in 2022, projects requiring Technology Services support will require consultation with TS as part of the
project intake process.
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•

Business Case and Benefits – Capital request submissions are first entered into a project request form, then
completed in FMW. The project request form includes fields for justification and strategic alignment and captures budget
cost and information; entry into FMW then allows for additional project details to be entered and establishment of a
prioritization through a weighted multifactor prioritization model.
o Through the submission and prioritization process, strategic alignment is identified and benefits are identified within
the prioritization, but not monetized. For example – Cost/Benefit (payback) is an identified priority category with a
ranking applied, but no dollar value is associated with it.
o Internally, TS has started to use a business case that identifies ROI. This was recently used for the M365 project,
however, there is not a standard practice for applying this template. Within the TS business case, monetized benefits
and savings have been identified, but there is not a mechanism to extract and track potential benefits. As a result,
project costs are captured and tracked, but there is limited capability for formalized commitment to benefit
realization.

•

Project Capacity and Backlog – As identified and described in the IT Finance Overview section, four new projects and
less capital funding were originally requested for 2021. The number of projects grew to six post-budget. The reduced
requests were not because of lowered demand for IT projects, but instead to deal with project backlogs. Project demand
for technology and digital services continues to increase in Cambridge as it does in other municipalities. In July 2020, the
CIO made an internal pre-budget presentation to executive management: “TS Budget 2021 Idea Presentation”. The
presentation identified the current project situation in TS, a suggested approach to resolve the project backlog (including
reducing new project commitment for 2021), and a plan moving forward that estimated requiring over $2 million per year
in capital commitments to meet with project demand.
o The project backlog Technology Services was experiencing could be attributed to several factors, the primary factor
being resource capacity – limited dedicated project resources and reliance on operational resources for project work,
timing to get the resources onboarded (alignment to demand), COVID, and significant additional attention required
for the SAP implementation.
o Reducing project throughput was the correct strategy to deal with the project backlog, especially if capability to
complete the projects was limited.
o Over the past 5 years, 60% of projects have been closed and 40% remain pending or active.
o Additional challenges are also created because of project delays:
•

Delays in completing work results in greater demand to close projects; staff feel pressure to close capital projects
once spend has been completed, however, this may be prior to completion of project work efforts. The work
efforts then become additional uncaptured resource demand.
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•

Closer attention is required to the timing of budgeted operating impacts. While no concerns have been observed,
timing of funding should be deferred if project implementations are delayed.

•

A future consideration is to ensure that delays are minimized in completing Cloud-based implementations. While
no concerns have been noted, a common practice for Cloud vendors is to start subscription services once the
application has been activated, not when the application goes live. If a Cloud project starts and services are
turned on, costs are incurred regardless of whether or not the system is live.

o From a project control perspective, project variance on closed projects remains at a very acceptable level, coming
under budget by 0.18% on average over the past 5 years.
The following tables illustrate project load, variance, and the backlog on unspent project commitment.
2017-2021 Project Funding Commitment
New Project Commitments
Capital Commitment
Project Spend per Year
Unspent Capital Commitment

2017

10
$1,695
$907
$788

2018

11
$1,544
$850
$1,381

2019

8
$1,115
$1,182
$1,314

2020

8
$2,020
$1,501
$1,834

2021

6
$1,284
$1,131
$1,987

Total

43
$7,658
$5,571
-

Average

8.6
$1,532
$1,114
-

Note: Dollars represented in $1,000s. 2021 spend and commitment up to November 4, 2021, and does not reflect full year.
2018 Unspent Capital Commitment reduced by $100k with Digital Strategy project cancelled.
Table 9: Project Funding Commitment
2017-2021 Project Cashflow and Variance
New Project Commitments
Closed Status on Projects
Project Commitments Remaining
Budgeted Cost – Closed Projects

2017

10
9
1
$1,595k

2018

11
9
1*
$1,294k

2019

8
2
6
$400k

2020

8
5
3
$1,320k

2021

6
6
$0k

Total

43
25
17
$4,609k

Average

8.6/yr
-
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Actual Cost – Closed Projects
Variance – Closed (+ is Over Budget)
Average Variance for Closed Projects

$1,645k
$50k
3.13%

$1,284k
-$10k
-0.77%

$419k
$19k
4.85%

$1,104k
-$216k
-16.37%

$0k
$0k

$4,452k
-$157k
-9.16%

-$39k
-2.29%

Note: Dollars represented in $1,000s. Closed based on project statuses of Financial Closed, Ready for Financial Closed, and
Project Work Complete. *Excluded Digital Strategy Initiation which was cancelled.
Table 8: Project Cashflow and Variance

Project Spend (Actuals) Relative to Unspent Capital Commitment
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Figure 5: Project Spend (Actuals) and Commitment
•

Capital Forecast – The 10-year capital forecast identifies major technology initiatives following technical asset lifecycles
for both hardware and applications. In consideration of demand for technology initiatives as previously identified by the
CIO, 2022 is forecast at $2.1 million. Future years are less, but they take into account lifecycle initiatives not net new
requests. It should be anticipated that they will increase to match the 2022 budget requirements.
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2022-2031 Ten Year Capital Forecast
Number of
Projects
Total Cost

2022

2023

2024

2025

2026

2027

2028

2029

2030

2031

8

8

5

4

3

7

4

3

3

5

$ 2,130

$ 1,850

$ 1,362

$ 1,120

$ 925

$ 1,600

$ 1,140

$ 795

$ 800

$ 1,110

Note: Dollars represented in $1,000s.
Table 9: 10-Year Capital Forecast
•

Budget Distribution/Allocation Criteria – This is about identifying criteria (or categorization) for either operating or
capital budgets to provide insight into the IT spend, understand allocations as leading indicators, and to view data in
meaningful groups. Currently, both operating and capital budget identify funding at an account level (called cost
elements within SAP). This is excellent for high-level review but can make it challenging when deeper analysis or
understanding trends is required.

Opportunities

•

Benefits Management and Realization Program – Showing value for work and accountability for results requires
establishment of measurable benefits at the start of capital projects and ensuring the benefits are realized. See the
Benefits Management section for details.

•

Establish Budget Distribution/Allocation Criteria – There are various models available to evaluate IT budget and
spend. Consider what information will be important to understand and how to categorize it. The OpenIT Dashboard
created by the CIO captures some of this information, however, it is not connected directly to SAP or FMW data.

Common Models For Consideration

•

Account (Cost Element) Categorization – Summarizing all accounts into larger, meaningful groupings such as
Personnel, Hardware, Software, External Services, and Security. While this is grouping up of cost information, it helps to
provide lead indicators on spend. Hardware and software accounts already exist but reviewing how to group all the
accounts would be beneficial. Conversely, providing more granularity and detail on transactions will significantly increase
the City’s ability to review and interpret the detailed financial information and answer questions like “How much did we
spend on Oracle in 2021 and how does that compare to past years?”. The following categorization and sorting is
common within IT organizations and would assist in ongoing financial management:
o Standard IT categorization (such as Personnel, Hardware, Software, Purchased Services) and ability to update for
newer categorization, such as Security.
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o Sub-categorization by product, service, or business solution.
o Categorization by vendor.

o Common description field and description information.

The following charts depict some examples of Cambridge’s expense data categorized.
Administration
1%

External Services
15%

Software
29%

Hardware
5%

Administration
External Services
Hardware
Personnel

Personnel
50%

Software

Figure 6: TS Expense by Category Pie Chart
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Expenses by Category 2017-2021
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Figure 7: Expense By Category Year Trends
•

Cloud vs. In-house – As the shift toward Cloud-based services starts, understanding the mix is important. Tracking
costs associated with Cloud and in-house helps to monitor costs and control the transition in association with Cloud
strategies.

•

Run/Grow/Transform – The goal is to gradually reduce the investments directed to Run (i.e., reducing IT operating
costs), releasing funds for Grow and Transform activities. Initially, the municipality should begin to classify its projects
across these categories and begin to measure where it is investing. Over time, the municipality should begin to establish
targets or funding envelopes for each category to begin to shape its technology investments with the goal of shifting its
technology expenditures toward the growth and transformation portfolios.
o Run: The investment required to carry out essential enterprise activities that are critical to keeping the business
operational and IT infrastructure running.
o Grow: Enhancement and expansion of business performance in established areas, improving processes and
customer service delivery.
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o Transform: Radically change services and service delivery, providing new value delivery though technology and
business innovation.
An example where a municipality not only categorizes data, but also shares the data publicly is the City of Fort Collins,
Colorado. Financial data for the organization is shared publicly through OpenBook Fort Collins 4 (as illustrated in the following
figures) but more importantly, it shows the type of information that could be useful to provide management for financial
management and control.

Figure 8: Fort Collins – Online Data Categorization Example

4

https://openbook.fcgov.com
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Figure 9: Fort Collins – Data Categorization Checkbook Example
•

Increasing Project Throughput – Currently, there is a high-level of reliance on operational resources to work on
projects. This impacts both the performance of operational tasks and limits the ability to conduct projects. With the
introduction of the Manager of Design, Delivery, and Digital, greater attention to the IT project portfolio and project
throughput should occur. One area for future consideration is to re-evaluate project resourcing with more dedicated
project resources, refining project time availability for operational resources by defining availability limits, and potentially
identify alternative models to staff projects (such as contract resources charged to capital).
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Cost Management
Observations

•

Manage Finance and Accounting
o TS follows corporate financial practices but has limited internal IT financial processes in place (e.g., scheduled
reviews of financial information and budget performance, standard responsibilities).
o As identified in the Budget Management section, there is limited classification scheme identified for IT-related cost
elements. In SAP, there is currently no additional categorization or tags placed on transactional data beyond cost
element fields (accounts). Additional details such as tying vendor information and types of technical services to
summary transaction details become very useful information in IT such as:
•

Better cost control and ability to recognize duplicate or erroneous transactions, ability to cross reference against
vendor contracts, and vendor cost containment.

•

Leverage for contract negotiations.

•

Understanding of cost for service.

•

Subscription management and pay-per-service monitoring.

•

Comparative data in on-premise-to-Cloud transitions.

o Within SAP, transactional description data is inconsistent and appears in different fields. Depending on the source of
data, whether it was entered manually or uploaded to SAP by other means, the transaction details populate various
data fields – Purchase Order Text, Document Header Text, Name, and Name of Offsetting Account all contain
elements of the transaction detail. This makes analysis a challenge and difficult to identify transactions, especially if
several transactions are with the same vendor.
o Having limited meaningful financial detail detracts and limits use of data for decision-making. This is compounded
when staff feel they have limited capacity to spend time with the financial data for financial oversight and proactive
optimization of operational expenditures.
•

Reporting and Data Virtualization
o In initiating this review, several key reports were not readily available which would assist in ongoing financial
management including license and IT application catalogue, financial reporting by vendor, and an IT contract listing.
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o The CIO has developed a dashboard with many key metrics (as illustrated in the following figure) that would assist in
financial management, however, the dashboard has not been completed and work ceased on the dashboard during
COVID.

Figure 10: Cambridge Technology Services Dashboard
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•

Model and Allocate Costs
o As identified in the Funding section, internal recoveries were received from the Building Services reserve and there
is future potential for internal recoveries (chargebacks) to be applied based on the User Fee Review, but beyond that
chargeback (or showback) models are not in place.
o TS management identified inequities in the requests for end-user computer equipment based on the current practice.
Presently, if a user requests new equipment and their manager agrees, then TS will work on fulfilling the request
(subject to funding availability). Because the department does not pay for the equipment, the decision is at the
discretion of their manager, with limited consequence for spending TS funds.
o Chargeback involves internal recoveries (charges) for specific services, or portions thereof whereas showback
involves reporting to the department the costs of services with no actual transfer of funds. The concepts of
chargeback and showback are intended to increase accountability associated with IT spend in business
departments.

•

Distributed Cost Allocation for Subscription and Consumed Services – In reviewing the financial data, past practice
was recognition of expense at time of purchase. Recent discussion between TS and Finance has been to allow for
accrual basis recognition for certain purchases (such as allocation of a three-year subscription over the three years,
instead of in the first year). This will help to normalize the costing and attribute it to the service, however, the potential
initial impacts to budget reporting must also be recognized (such as potential reductions in short-term expenditures
relative to historical periods).

•

License and Application Review
o TS actively engages in application rationalization practices when reviewing and renewing application solutions. It is
the team’s intent to gradually reduce the software footprint and technical debt.
o As part of the OpenIT Dashboard, the City has an application and license list. The list contains basic information but
is not integrated with financials for reporting or real-time analysis.
o Conducting a more thorough review of licensing and application duplication and usage is recommended to occur
post-report.

•

Contract and Vendor Management
o Contract and vendor management is an area requiring attention.

o Information for contract management is contained within the OpenIT Dashboard, however, is not connected to
real-time financial information. Further, the ability to review vendor-related information is currently limited within SAP
based on information categorization.
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o Contract, vendor and account management responsibility is distributed throughout TS usually residing with the
portfolio owners. The challenge with this model is limited consistency in working with the vendors, inconsistent
contract terms on behalf of the City, lack of coordination, and reduced vendor leverage.
o Legal and contract review based on cost of contract are typically brokered through Purchasing. The challenge the
City faces is that TS doesn’t have the legal expertise, especially in newer Cloud contracts, and Legal may not have
the technical expertise. Coupled with a sense that there is limited capability to negotiate contract terms, IT
contracting may not serve the best interests of the City.
•

IT Asset Management and Registry
o In 2020, TS started implementation of an IT asset registry within their IT Service Management application (Ivanti
Heat). All hardware assets owned by Technology Services that can store data, have an IP address, or potentially
pose a security risk such as workstations, desk phones, smartphones, tablets, Barco Click Shares, printers, network
UPS’s, servers, network storage and networking devices such as firewalls, switches and wireless access points, are
identified and any changes to these environments are reflected in the Inventory System.
o To date, all smartphones, iPads, workstations and Voice Over IP (VOIP) phones have been entered.

o The asset registry is capable of reporting on current value of assets. however, historical information for existing
assets was based on estimates.
o Processes have been identified and are in practice for disposition of assets.

o A procedure has been put in place and communicated by TS at the start of COVID for home use of City computer
equipment/hardware. While the process relies on staff to self-report what was being taken out of the office, the asset
registry has a record of equipment that has been assigned to individual staff.
o Currently, the City has 475 Cisco desktop phones and 296 cell phones in use by staff. There is an overlap of 200
where staff have both desktop and cellular phones. Desktop phones currently cost $475/unit and are considered for
evergreening every 3 years.

Opportunities

•

Cost Categorization – As identified in the Budget Management section, more granular cost categorization will
significantly increase the City’s ability to review and interpret the financial information. The following categorization and
sorting is common within IT organizations and would assist in ongoing financial management:
o Standard IT categorization (such as Personnel, Hardware, Software, Purchased Services) and ability to update for
newer categorization, such as Security.
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o Sub-categorization by product, service, or business solution.
o Categorization by vendor.

o Common description field and description information.

•

SAP Reporting – Build reports in SAP to display data based on new cost categorizations. All TS managers should
receive automated report generation on regularly scheduled intervals (monthly, or as determined).

•

Data Visualization – Update and implement the Technology Services dashboard and promote use for the TS
management team. The dashboard created by the CIO contains many of the key elements required for fiscal
management and review. The dashboard should be considered as a management data-level visualization tool, and not
to replace individual systems for detail. Start with the existing site and develop iteratively. Look to opportunities to
integrate data from core systems – SAP, Heat, SCCM, etc. Once the data is refined, there is potential for the site to be
shared as a showback to departments.

•

Include Financial Review as Standing Item on Management Team Agendas – Develop a list of financial topics for
review and include on the TS management team agendas, e.g., cashflow, quarterly spend targets, budget preparation,
contract renewals, dashboard review, etc.

•

Implement a Technology Services Contract Database – Capture relevant contract and vendor information as well as
renewal dates as part of a centralized solution.

•

Enhance the Technology Services Application/License Catalogue – Currently, this information is contained in the
dashboard. Develop out the catalogue (and define interactions with Ivanti Heat and SAP) to become the definitive source
for license information. This catalogue will assist in application rationalization, product lifecycle, and license utilization
monitoring. Connecting the catalogue to the financial data and contract database should be considered as future
developments.

•

Investigate Incorporation of IT Asset Registry into Corporate Asset Management – IT assets represent a
significant investment to the organization. Determine what IT assets should be included in the corporate asset registry.

•

Exception-Based End-User Chargeback Model – Develop a standard for end-user devices, costs and lifecycle. In the
situation where departments approve requests for non-standard equipment or out-of-cycle, a chargeback is made to the
department.

•

Contract and Vendor Management Consult – In cooperation with Purchasing and Legal Services, bring in an IT
contract specialist to provide guidance on contract boilerplate and minimum technical standards.
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•

Telecom Value and Redundancy – Telecommunications represents a considerable expense to the City and there are
various opportunities for cost savings.
o Cambridge has engaged Schooley Mitchell to create Telecom Value Reports. The reports identify potential cost
savings of approximately $24,000 annually over existing arrangements by optimizing phone carrier plans, and
additional potential savings for local services and equipment (combined Corporate and Fire) of $37,850.
o Reduce desktop phones where redundancy exists with cellular. With 200 staff having both desktop and cellular,
eliminate desktop phones, where possible, over the 3-year lifecycle. Based on 200 Cisco phones, reduce 80% of
replacements at $475/unit over 3 years. This represents an overall savings of $76,000 or $25,300 annually over
3 years.
o Future opportunity with the implementation of Microsoft Teams to investigate VOIP services and further reduce
current phone service footprint (e.g., by replacing handsets with headsets).

•

Printer/Photocopier Rationalization – Printing and photocopier use and reliance has reduced during COVID and this
can be translated to more permanent shift in ongoing printer requirements, reduction in printer use, and deferring of
printer replacement. TS has been reviewing printer/photocopier contracts and usage as they come up for replacement
and renewal. This practice should be continued.

Benefits Management
Observations

•

There is no formal Benefit Management Program in place.

•

As identified in the Budget Management section, currently, several criteria are used to prioritize projects corporately.
Benefit value is not monetized, nor is there a process to ensure benefits are realized and/or harvested.

•

Harvesting the benefits would involve verifying that stated cost savings or ROI has been achieved, and for monetary
tangible benefits, this would also involve budgeted operating impacts, e.g., if implementation of a new solution was
identified as providing a cost savings, then the cost savings should be reflected as an operating impact (a reduction in
operating costs) in the appropriate year.

Opportunities

•

Creation of a Benefit Management Program – In association with Finance and the Corporate PMO, start a simple pilot to
include creation of a benefit registry, capturing benefits from key projects and determining what to do with the benefits when
realized. The process reviews in this report may provide a starting point. Benefits Management is a term used to describe
processes to identify, plan, measure and track benefits. Benefits Realization is about ensuring that the benefits are
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achieved. Together, Benefits Realization Management (BRM) is the collective set of processes and practices for managing
and achieving benefits. There are many frameworks available, for example PMI (Project Management Institute) has
developed a Benefits Realization Management Practice Guide, and ISACA (Information Systems Audit and Control
Association) has published COBIT 5 for Business Benefits Realization.

3.3.

Budget Review Opportunity Summary

The following table summarizes the opportunities presented in the Budget Review section.

Opportunity

Focus
Area

Description

1. Formalize Financial
Responsibilities Within
Technology Services

Review the responsibilities and assign ownership for financial
components to the different managers, develop internal leads for
contract management, capital, Benefits Management, etc.

Financial
Overview

2. Explore Recovery and
Revenue Sources

Explore various ways and sources to increase and diversify sources
of funding for technology, especially if there is interest in increasing
project throughput to address digital transformation.

Funding

3. Benefits Management and
Realization Program

In association with Finance and the Corporate PMO, start a simple
pilot for Technology Services including creation of a benefit registry,
capturing benefits from key projects, and determining what to do with
the benefits when realized. The process reviews in this report may
provide a starting point.

Budget
Management
& Benefits
Management

4. Establish Budget
Distribution/Allocation Criteria

Review budget distribution/allocation criteria used by TS for IT budget
and spend.

Budget
Management

5. Increasing Project
Throughput – Resourcing
Model

Re-evaluate project resourcing with more dedicated project
resources, refining project time availability for operational resources
by defining availability limits, and potentially identify alternative
models to staff projects (such as contract resources charged to
capital).

Budget
Management
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Opportunity

Focus
Area

Description
Review Cost Categorization options. Consider the following:
•

6. Cost Categorization
•
•
•

7. Improved SAP Reporting

Standard IT categorization (such as Personnel, Hardware,
Software, Purchased Services) and ability to update for newer
categorization such as Security.
Sub-categorization by product, service, or business solution.
Categorization by vendor.
Common description field and description information.

Cost
Management

Build reports in SAP to display data based on new cost
categorizations.

Cost
Management

All TS managers should receive automated report generation on
regularly scheduled intervals (monthly, or as determined).

8. Dashboard / Data
Visualization

Update and implement the Technology Services OpenIT Dashboard
and promote use for the TS management team.

Cost
Management

9. Include Financial Review as
Standing Item on
Management Team Agendas

Develop a list of financial topics for review and include on the
Management Team agendas, e.g., cashflow, quarterly spend targets,
budget preparation, contract renewals, dashboard review, etc.

Cost
Management

10. Enhance the Technology
Services Application / License
Catalogue

Develop out the catalogue in the OpenIT dashboard as the definitive
source for license and application information.

Cost
Management

11. Investigate Incorporation of IT
Asset Registry into Corporate
Asset Management

IT assets represent a significant investment to the organization.
Determine what IT assets should be included in the corporate asset
registry.

Cost
Management
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Opportunity

Focus
Area

Description
Develop a standard for end-user devices, costs and lifecycle.

12. Exception-Based End-User
Chargeback Model

In the situation where departments approve requests for
non-standard equipment or out-of-cycle, a chargeback is made to the
department.

Cost
Management

13. Contract and Vendor
Management Consult

In cooperation with Purchasing and Legal Services, bring in an IT
contract specialist to provide guidance on contract boilerplate and
minimum technical standards.

Cost
Management

14. Telecom Value and
Redundancy – Phase 1

Continue work to optimize optimizing phone carrier plans, and
additional potential savings for local services and equipment.

Cost
Management

15. Telecom Value and
Redundancy – 2

Reduce desktop phones where redundancy exists with cellular. With
200 staff having both desktop and cellular, eliminate desktop phones
where possible over the 3-year lifecycle.

Cost
Management

16. Telecom Value and
Redundancy – 3

Future opportunity with the implementation of Microsoft Teams to
investigate VOIP services and further reduce current phone service
footprint.

Cost
Management

17. Printer / Photocopier
Rationalization

Continue reviewing printer/photocopier contracts and usage as they
come up for replacement and renewal.

Cost
Management
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4.0

Identified Performance Measures

As a requirement of the Provincial reporting, cost savings and or quantifiable efficiencies from this review need to be identified.
Most of the opportunities recommended in this report are identified as quantifiable efficiencies, primarily resulting from the
Service Delivery Review. The Budget Review identified some direct savings, however, if the recommendations are acted upon,
future opportunities for cost savings and efficiencies will be realized through the new controls and processes put in place,
e.g., implementing improved financial controls will increase opportunities to identify savings and efficiencies, implementing a
Benefits Management Program will realize cost savings.

4.1.

Cost Savings

Cost savings represents direct reductions in expenditures, e.g., if recommendations are fulfilled, expenses could be reduced by
a dollar amount. The Budget Review identified three cost savings initiatives totaling approximately $87,150 annually.
Cost Reduction Opportunity

Potential Annual Cost Savings

Optimize Phone Carrier Plans

$24,000

Optimize Phone Local Services and Equipment

$37,850

Reduced Desktop Phone Usage

$25,300

Total Cost Savings

$87,150

Table 10: Cost Reduction Opportunities and Potential Savings

4.2.

Quantifiable Efficiencies

Quantifiable efficiencies can represent non-monetary savings, such as staff time that can be converted into monetary values.
The 5 processes that were reviewed have potential annual quantifiable efficiencies of $209,761 in time savings (based on a
blended staff rate of $50 per hour and nearly 4200 hours in time saved through process efficiencies).
Further details are provided in the Key Opportunities section.
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Potential Process Steps
Eliminated / Reduced /
Automated

Potential Annual Cost
Avoidance

01 Parking Enforcement

25 of 52 steps

$86,333

05 Fire Permissions (Burn Permits and
Inspections)

94 of 165 steps

$50,845

03 Newcomer Welcome Service

22 of 32 steps

$28,650

04 Special Event Request Management

8 of 16 steps

$23,800

02 Parking Permits

25 of 33 steps

$20,133

Service Name

Total Cost Avoidance for the 5 services

$209,761

Table 11: High-Level Summary of Potential Cost Avoidance
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5.0

Recommendations and Implementation

5.1.

Key Recommendations

Recommendations have been separated into the following the two work streams:
•

Service Delivery Review, and

•

Budget Review.

Service Delivery Review Recommendations
The results of the 5 processes reviewed, all yield cost savings and quantifiable efficiencies for the City.
The processes have been presented as service modernization designs to help drive decisions and illustrate potential in digital
transformation. As a result, to realize the efficiency benefits the City should:
•

Prioritize and Validate the Service Redesigns – Confirm the identified opportunities to modernize and streamline the
following processes with Senior Management Team (SMT) and the business owners. Based on savings identified, the
following priorities are set, however, at this stage the cost of implementation has not yet been calculated so it is not
possible at this time to calculate the ROI.
o Parking Enforcement Service.

o Fire Permissions (Burn Permits and Inspections).
o Newcomer Welcome Service.

o Special Event Request Management.

o Parking Permits.

•

Review and Match the Capabilities of Existing Systems – Confirm that the existing systems are capable of delivering
the recommended improvements.

Complete Detailed Service and Process Redesigns – Additional, more detailed work on process design,
incorporating the recommended process optimizations will be required before implementation can be carried out.
•

Implement the Recommended Service Redesigns – In alignment with corporate practices for new initiatives,
implement the service redesigns.
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In addition, it is also suggested that the City:
•

Include BPO as a Step in the City’s Project Management Framework – Implement BPO as a necessary step in the
intake, evaluation and approval of future projects.

•

Include BPO benefits as Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) in the City’s Project Management Framework – Implement a
project success evaluation by using the BPO benefits as target goals.

Budget Review Recommendations
The Budget Review identified 17 opportunities of various size and complexity. The opportunities group up into the following
recommendations:
1. Refine Cost Management Practices within Technology Services – Shifting financial control practices with
increased routine, having financial topics as a standing item on management agendas, formalizing financial
roles and responsibilities, scheduled reports, involving all management in variance checks all incorporate into
performance management.
2. Implement Refined Cost Categorization – Introduce grouped categorizations to better refine the cost
elements within SAP. Identify how to sub-categorize (or tag) by products, business solutions, vendor, application
type, etc.
3. Create Improved TS Reports within SAP – Create refined reports within SAP that capture the new cost
category information. SAP remains the source for financial detail.
4. Relaunch OpenIT Dashboard – The dashboard should be established as the source of financial cost
management for TS. Identify what works and what doesn’t and evolve it iteratively.
5. Integrate OpenIT Dashboard with Data – Integration of the OpenIT Dashboard with data sources (SAP, FMW,
Heat, etc.) will enable real-time data analytics and increase relevance of the available information.
6. Establish a Contract Database – Establish a contract database for City software, solutions and services
tracking and alerting to renewal dates, etc.
7. Complete License Review – Build and maintain a complete inventory of virtual assets (software, services,
subscriptions) and complete a review of all licenses held and used by the City. Rationalize where possible.
8. Increase Capital Funding Allocation to TS projects – Increase capital budget allocation to technology/digital
projects more in line with the needs of the organization and closer to the median with peers (2.5 – 3.0%).
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9. Address Project Backlog by Using Capital Funding Contract Staffing and 3rd Party Partners – To address
project backlog and increase project throughput, adopt the use of capital staffing and roster/Vendor of Record
arrangements.
10. Proceed with Telecom Value Report Opportunities – Engage Schooley Mitchell on the implementation of the
Telecom Value Report recommendations.
11. Reduce Redundant Desktop Phones – Determine where staff with both cellular and desk phones can be
reduced to a single phone line and, in the medium-term, consider whether desk phones can be replaced by
headsets.
12. Engage IT Contract Specialist – In collaboration with Purchasing and Legal, engage an external IT Contract
Specialist to develop IT contract best practices for Cambridge.
13. Implement a Benefits Management Program for TS – Create a benefit registry to capture TS project benefits
and start to evolve the program.
14. Incorporate High-Level BPO as Part of the Project Intake Process – Ensure that potential benefits (cost
avoidance/cost savings) are captured as part of the intake process.
15. Implement a Benefits Realization Process – Work with Finance (as leads) to ensure that targeted benefits are
realized and that savings are harvested.
16. Implement Exception-Based End-User Chargeback Model – Develop a standard for end-user devices, costs
and lifecycle. In the situation where departments approve requests for non-standard equipment or out-of-cycle, a
chargeback is made to the department.
17. Investigate Alternate Revenue and Recovery Sources – With TS having ever-increasing demand for
services, identification of alternate revenue sources and chargebacks will become necessary to limit tax levy
burden.
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5.2.

Implementation Sequence
Service Delivery Review Implementation

Additional work is planned by the City to undertake additional service delivery reviews. Once that is complete, the City should:
1. Validate the Costs and Efforts – Each process represents significate change and, as a result, should be
reviewed to confirm the level of effort and associated costs with implementing the changes. Descriptions in the
Key Opportunities section represent a high-level plan for service transformation.
2. Prioritize the Service Redesigns – While all the processes do not meet the City’s established criteria for
projects, apply the corporate PMO’s project criteria to prioritize and determine sequence for the process
initiatives.
3. Schedule the Service Redesigns – Once the cost and priority are determined, the City can establish a
sequence to implementation of the service redesigns. Any of the service designs meeting the PMO project
criteria, will need to follow the appropriate procedures for intake.
4. Launch the Service Redesigns – Treat each process redesign as a project, regardless of size.

Budget Review Implementation
The following table provides a brief description of the implementation effort involved in each, and suggested timing during 2022.

Initiative
Implement 5 process / service improvements.
Refine cost management practices within TS.
Implement refined cost categorization.
Create improved TS reports within SAP.
Complete and relaunch OpenIT Dashboard.
Integrate OpenIT Dashboard (with SAP, Heat, etc.)

Q
1

•
•
•
•

Q
2

•
•
•
•

Q
3

•

Q
4

•

Dependency

Cost
categorization

•
•

2
3

Relaunch
dashboard

•
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Initiative

Q
1

Q
2

Establish contract management database.
Complete license review.
Increase capital funding allocation to TS projects.

•

Address project backlog by using capital funding for
contract staffing and 3rd party partners.
Proceed with telecom value report opportunities.
Reduce redundant desktop phones.
Engage IT contract specialist.
Incorporate BPO into City’s project management
framework
Implement a Benefits Management Program.

•
•

•
•

Q
3

•

Q
4

•

Implement benefits realization process.

•
•
•

•

Implement exception-based end-user chargeback
model.
Investigate alternative revenue and cost recovery
sources.

•

Dependency

•

•
•
•

2
3

•

3-year lifecycle

•
•
•
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6.0

Conclusion and Next Steps

With the support of Provincial funding, the City has been able to take a close look at a small number of service delivery areas
(five). With a small investment of time (no more than 3 days for each), the consulting team and City staff were able to identify
significant potential quantifiable efficiencies through digitization and automation.
If implemented, the improvements identified by the process optimization work would have a direct and positive impact on
customer experiences, shorten elapsed times to process requests and applications, reduce errors and save significant staff
time through the elimination or reduction of activities.
With an average of $40,000 cost avoidance per year, per service, this work highlights the potential that digitization and online
service provision has for the City and the importance of conducting such reviews as part of the new technology project intake
process.
When applied to the hundreds of services that the City provides to the community – potential savings through digitization and
digital service delivery are significant and could quickly reach the millions in annual savings.
The Budget Review identified that, while in compliance with the City’s policies and procedures for financial management, there
are some opportunities to improve the way that the City oversees its management of technology investment and spending with
greater visibility into spending distributions and trends, along with closer management of contracts and licensing.
There were few opportunities identified for direct savings within the IT budget – beyond those identified around printing and
telecommunications. This is typical as investment in technology and automation tends to result in savings in business units – as
identified in the Service Delivery Review work – not in IT departments.
What was noted more broadly – and perhaps more importantly for the City – is that there is evidence of the potential to
increase capital funding toward technology (in line with peers) and to use capital funding to increase project throughput so that
it can realize the opportunities that digitization offers faster that it is currently able to.
Both the Service Delivery Review and the Budget Review will have positive impacts on staff and customers alike.
Next steps will be to implement the recommendations in this report.
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